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1.5.  COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES OF CORPORATIONS REPORTING 
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2.3. GASTOS FINANCIEROS 
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2.5. COMPATIBILITY WITH EMPLOYMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY STATISTICS (2011) 
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3.1. Main indicators for all corporations (CBA) and for small corporations (CBB) 
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3. RESULTS OF NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS  (2002-2011)  
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3. RESULTS OF NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS (2002-2011)  
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3. RESULTS OF NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS (2002-2011)  
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3. RESULTS OF NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS (2002-2011)  
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3. RESULTS OF NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS (2002-2011)  
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3. RESULTS OF NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS (2002-2011)  
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3. RESULTS OF NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS (2002 -2011)  
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3.2.10. AVERAGE CUSTOMER COLLECTION AND  SUPPLIER PAYMENT PERIODS 
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3.2.12. AVERAGE SUPPLIER PAYMENT PERIOD 
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3. RESULTS OF NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS  (2002-2011)  
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3.2.13. NET TRADE FINANCING (CUSTOMERS – SUPPLIERS) / SALES * 365 
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SOURCE: Banco de España. 
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SOURCE: Banco de España. 
See table 2.1.3 (CBA), table 2.1.3 (CBB, Mercantile registries). 
 
 
The continuous line depicts the bisector on which, ideally, the observations of each sector of activity should lie in the event of full coincidence between the 
two sources of statistical information (CBA and Social Security registrations). The observations showing distance from this line are thus those that evidence a 
greater discrepancy. Their absolute signi?cance arises from two differences: one, between the rates of  change observed in both sources; and another, o 
wing to the differences in the weights of the sample and population.     
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See table 2.23. 
See Table 2.18. The time series is obtained from the closing balance of the latest complete year (2009 in this case), through the linking of this observation with those 
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See table 2.25. 
